Trace paw-prints onto the paper-backed fusible web. Fuse to the wrong side of applique fabric. Cut out on the traced lines; peel paper backing away. Arrange as desired along the lower portion of the towel; fuse in place.

Using a satin stitch, blanket stitch, or feather stitch, applique the shapes in place, positioning a layer of tear-away stabilizer behind the towel under the shapes, if needed.

At the opposite end of the towel, stitch the button to one corner using a Button Sew-on Foot (BERNINA® #18).

At the other side of the same end of the towel, attach a loop of cord. Fold the cord in half and stitch it to the corner of the towel using a bartack. Several bartacks may be beeded to firmly secure the cord. After stitching, clip threads and excess cording.

To use: Button the towel around your neck like a big bib! The towel will protect you from bathtime splashing and is handy to wrap around your pet for a quick rub-down after rinsing.
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